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ADVS
ADVANCED DIGITAL
VIDEO SERVER
ISC’s Advanced Digital Video Server (ADVS) is the first digital recording system
specifically designed to meet the multiple challenges of daily TV production at
racetracks. ADVS creates a more efficient race adjudication system for track
judges and stewards and will enhance racetracks’ broadcast production capabilities.
The innovative ADVS was designed to replace the antiquated recording systems
used at racetracks throughout the United States and Canada. By using digital TV
technology, ADVS produces a higher quality slow motion video that can be played
instantaneously. ADVS can also provide instant recall of any race and stores more
than seven hours of video. Finally, a single master control in the TV production room
can coordinate multiple ADVS units.
ADVS is designed so judges and stewards can review the incident in question at the
same point in the race from multiple angles, each displayed on its own monitor. With
ADVS, officials can immediately review a disputed portion of a race by marking a
“cue point.” Once the race is completed, judges and stewards can instantly review
the recorded material from every angle at that cue point with unmatched speed and
accuracy. The improvement in video quality and, more importantly, the quick delivery
from end-of-race to review allows officials to start the inquiry process immediately
and reach a final decision more efficiently.
ADVS is simple to operate and training is minimal. With a short training period,
judges and stewards can quickly learn to operate the ADVS system independent of
TV production staff by using a control box connected to the server, allowing greater
speed and freedom. TV production staff can then freely concentrate on other duties,
maximizing staffing and cost efficiencies. Alternatively, TV production staff can easily
coordinate all of the replays from a single master control.

QUICK FACTS

• SPECIFICALLY

DESIGNED FOR
RACETRACK TV PRODUCTION

• MORE

EFFICIENT RACE
ADJUDICATION

• FULLY

INTEGRATED INTO EXISTING
TV PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

• ENHANCES

OVERALL TV
PRODUCTION

• INSTANT

ACCESS TO REPLAYS

• HIGHER

QUALITY SLOW MOTION
REPLAYS

• COORDINATE

REPLAYS FROM A
SINGLE MASTER CONTROL

• SET

MULTIPLE “CUE POINTS”
DURING A RACE

• MORE

THAN SEVEN HOURS OF
STORAGE

• MINIMAL TRAINING NEEDED

• AVAILABLE IN STANDARD AND

HIGH DEFINITION
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